






Explanation:

Replace were by ‘was’.

Replace ‘their’ by ‘his’

If the subject of the sentence is everybody, nobody, 

somebody,  everyone, someone,  no one then the 

possessive ‘his’ and reflexive ‘himself’ is used. 

 Everybody who were working in that office gave a 

day’s pay as their contributions to the dependents 

of Dr. Vimal who had died on duty.



EXPLANATION.

Replace leader by ‘leaders’.

Replace know by ‘knows’

Neither of + noun(plural)+ verb(singular)

Know +question word(where/ why/ how/ when) +to + V1

 Neither of the leader know to strap wild 

animals or how to prepare them for mounting.



Explanation-

Replace ‘have’ by ‘has’

Each of/ either of/neither of/ everyone of 

+noun(plural)+ verb(singular)

 We  should not forget that we have a right to 

criticize but at the same time each of us have 

to remember the duty also.



EXPLANATION

Replace me by ‘I’.

Replace is by ‘am’

Replace responsibility by responsibilities.

Is/am/are/was/were/…+ subjective case+ who/ which/ that.

All+ countable noun(plural)

 It is me who is ready to take all the 

responsibility for this work.



EXPLANATION.

Replace ‘their’ by one’s

When in a sentence ‘one’ is

used as the subject all the pronouns in the 

sentence must be changed into ‘one’

or one’s and not his, her or him.

 One should exercise their right to vote..



EXPLANATION.

No error.

Example : one of us do his duty.

 One of us should exercise his right to vote..



EXPLANATION.

Replace allow by ‘allows’

Replace each other by ‘one another’

 The scheme allow students from different 

countries to communicate with each other.



EXPLANATION.

Replace he by ‘they’.

Replace his by ‘their’.

Replace each other by ‘one another’.

‘Each other’ is used in the sentence when there is need to 

show two people/object.

‘One another’ is used in the sentence when there is need to 

show more than two people/object

 The three brothers are at daggers- drawn, so he 

feel it below his dignity to talk to each other.

I



EXPLANATION

Replace ‘he and you’ by ‘you and he’.

Replace ‘am’ with ‘are.’

The sequence of the personal pronoun  should be as 

231, for singular pronouns and for expressing a positive

idea or praise.

 He, you and I am going to picnic tonight.



EXPLANATION.

Replace myself and you by ‘You and I.’

Do not use reflexive pronoun at the place of 

personal pronoun.

 Myself and you will enjoy the party to be 

arranged in honour of the new chief justice.



Air = atmosphere

Airs = proud

Good = wise 

Goods = property

Content = satisfaction

Contents = things contained

Force = strength

Forces = army

Iron = metal

Irons = fetters, chains








